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“How to run two copies of
WhatsApp on any Android
smartphone”

WhatsApp has become the messaging app to
use India, with almost every smartphone user
in the country being active on it. Right from
friends to businesses, thousands of important

Prof. Shashikant Patel

Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(MCA)
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shashikant.patel@bmefcolleges.edu.in

conversations occur on a daily basis on
WhatsApp.
Now, to keep some sanity in their life, most
people are usually active on two different
numbers on WhatsApp: one for all their
professional work and the other is for their
personal use. Thus, it is important for such
people to run two separate copies of
WhatsApp on their smartphone. Dubbed as
Dual apps by most OEMs, the feature is

Over the last few years, dual-SIM feature in

present on smartphones from Samsung,

smartphones has gone from becoming a rarity

OnePlus, and Xiaomi. If you own any other

to a commonplace. While handsets launched

smartphone that lacks this feature though,

in the United States and other developed

don’t worry. There’s still a way to get two

markets still feature a single SIM slot, OEMs

copies of WhatsApp and other messaging apps

are launching customised version of their

running on your device. Here’s how.

handsets

in

neighboring

India,
markets

China,
with

and

other

dual-SIM

functionality baked in.

Step 1: Download the Parallel Space app from
the Play Store on your Android device. On the
first launch, the app will go through all your

The feature has become so important that the

installed apps and build a database. Once

lack of dual-SIM connectivity in a phone has

done, you will be presented with a Start

now become a deal breaker for many. The rise

option.

of dual-SIM smartphones has also led to
people wanting to run multiple instances of
WhatsApp

on

their devices.

After

all,
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Step 2: The app will then automatically
categorize your apps depending on their type
and even select some of them for which you’d
want to run a secondary copy of. From here,

regarding this. Simply tap on it and enable the
toggle for Parallel Space to provide it with
Notification access.

make sure to select WhatsApp and other apps

To delete the secondary instance of an app,

that you’d want a secondary copy of and

simply drag the shortcut to the Delete option

deselect other apps. Proceed to the next step

inside the Parallel Space app.

by tapping Add to Parallel Space option at the

As I mentioned earlier in this article, you can

bottom.

use the Parallel Space app to create dual
copies of not just WhatsApp but other apps as
well like Twitter, Facebook Messenger,

Step 3: Tap the WhatsApp icon that is now
being displayed inside the Parallel Space app.
You will now go through the initial set up
process of the app. Make sure to use your
secondary WhatsApp number here.
Step

4:

To

ensure

that

you

receive

notifications on time from the secondary copy
of WhatsApp and other apps, you will have to
provide Parallel Space with Notification
access. You should see a notification

Telegram and more.
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“Way to Find Bugs in SelfDriving AI –DeepXplore”

accuracy. Researchers designed DeepXplore
to solve an optimization problem in which
they looked to strike the best balance between
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two objectives: maximizing the number of

Researchers

a bug-hunting

as possible among different neural networks.

method that can systematically expose bad

By assuming that the majority of neural

decision-making

learning

networks will generally make the right

algorithms deployed in online services and

decision, DeepXplore automatically retrains

autonomous

A

the neural network that made the lone

possibly lethal exception could be the error

dissenting decision to follow the example of

that leads a self-driving car’s AI to make the

the majority in a given scenario.

developed

by the

vehicles

deep

because

wrong decision at the wrong time.

neurons activated within neural networks,
and triggering as many conflicting decisions

“This is a differential testing framework that
can find thousands of errors in self-driving
systems and in similar neural network
systems,” by Yinzhi Cao, assistant professor
of computer science at Lehigh University in
Bethlehem, Pa.
Typically, deep learning algorithms become
better at certain tasks by filtering huge
amounts of training data that humans have
labeled with the correct answers. That has
enabled such algorithms to achieve accuracies

The new DeepXplore method uses at least

of well over 90 percent on certain test datasets

three neural networks—the basic architecture

that involve tasks such as identifying the

of deep learning algorithms—to act as “cross-

correct human faces in Facebook photos or

referencing oracles” in checking each other’s

choosing the correct phrase in a Google
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translation between, say, Chinese and English.

different approach by automatically creating

In these cases, it’s not the end of the world if a

test images most likely to cause three or more

friend occasionally gets misidentified or if a

neural networks to make conflicting decisions.

certain

esoteric

phrase

gets

translated
DeepXplore also aimed to maximize neuron

incorrectly.

coverage in its testing by activating the
But the consequences of mistakes rise sharply

maximum number of neurons and different

once tech companies begin using deep

neural

learning algorithms in applications such as

coverage is based on a similar concept in

one where a two-ton machine is moving at

traditional

highway speeds. A wrong decision by a self-

coverage.

network

pathways.

software

testing

Such

called

neuron

code

driving AI could lead to the car crashing into a
guard rail, colliding with another vehicle or
running

down

pedestrians

and

cyclists.

Government regulators will want to know for
sure that self-driving cars can meet a certain
safety level—and random test datasets may
not uncover all those rare “corner cases” that
could lead an algorithm to make a catastrophic

Testing

with

15

state-of-the-art

neural

networks looking at five different public
datasets showed how DeepXplore could find
thousands of previously undiscovered errors in
a wide variety of deep learning applications.
DeepXplore cannot yet guarantee that it has
found every single possible bug in a system,

mistake.

but it’s far more comprehensive in testing

“Transparency, explanation and robustness all

large-scale neural networks than previous

have to be improved a lot in machine learning
systems before these systems can start
working together with human beings or start
running on roads.”
Until now, debugging of the neural networks
in self-driving cars has involved fairly tedious
or random methods but DeepXplore took a

methods it is not is a complete solution, but
both represent promising and crucial steps
toward debugging the future of deep learning
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“Secret Codes that unlock
hidden features on your phone”

By default, this is probably your carrier's
voicemail service, but you can change it to
forward to a different number (a home

Mr.Rahul Kunchhal (MCA INT SEM-4)
Bhagwan Mahavir College of Management
(MCA)
Surat, India.

number,

office

number,

or

third-party

answering service for example). On an
iPhone, you can change this number by going
to Settings > Phone > Call Forwarding. On

1: Display your IMEI: *#06#

Android (varies from system to system), tap
Here's

a

code

which

I

found

out

does not work an iPhone. It also worked on

the Phone app > hamburger icon > Settings >
Call > More Settings > Call forwarding

my Android AT&T device as well.
The IMEI is unique to your device. Among
other things, the number can help "blacklist"
stolen devices or help with customer support.

3: Get Even More Info on Call Forwarding:
*#61#
On my Galaxy phone, this code prompted a
2: Check Your Call Forwarding: *#67#

pop-up that let me know how long until a call

This code allows you to check which number
your phone is currently forwarding calls to
when

you're

busy

or

reject

a

call.

is forwarded to the message center. On the
iPhone, regardless of carrier, this code just
showed me the same info as *#67#.
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4: Hide Your Phone From Caller ID: #31#
I could only get this to work on Android. But
entering this code prompted a pop-up stating



*#06# – Displays IMEI

that my Caller ID had been disabled. In order



*#43# + “Call” – Displays call waiting
status

to re-instate Caller ID, enter *31#.


*43# + “Call” – Enables call waiting



#43# + “Call” – Disables call waiting



*#21# – Displays call forwarding
status



##002# + “Call” – Disables all call
forwarding

5: Activate Call Waiting: *43#



*33*pin# – Enables call barring



#33*pin# – Disables call barring



#31#phone-number + “Call” – Blocks
caller ID for the current phone call

This code will activate call waiting; you can
deactivate it by entering #43#.



*#*#4636#*#* – Accesses a hidden
test menu with sections for network,
battery information and usage stats.
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Seminar

As the seminar conducted on 12-dec 2017 by BMEF overseas on importance of overseas
education which is run by our BMEF. Mr. Vrajesh shah gave inspirational speech to all the
students, around 100 of them has participated in this seminar. Students get much inspired by
the speech of him and it was very interesting questionnaire round. Students got the satisfactory
knowledge from this seminar.
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